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Abstract
The star SO-2 at the galactic center was recently at its closest distance to the
supermassive black hole (SMBH). It allowed measuring relativistic effects.
The observations confirm that the general relativity is the best gravitational
theory compared to other alternative theories [1]. But although an excellent
agreement with the observations is obtained all along the orbit, a discrepancy
in the redshift of SO-2 is measured at its periastron. An excess of around 20%
(240 km/s instead of 200 km/s) has been observed. This discrepancy has been
predicted in the paper [2]. It should come from the second component (gravitic
field) of the general relativity generated by SgrA*. In general, the expected value
of this component of general relativity is negligible. But in the frame of the explanation of dark matter (as the gravitic field of the clusters [3]), the gravitic
field of the galaxies should be larger than expected. It is in this theoretical frame
(without exotic matter and in agreement with general relativity) that this discrepancy was predicted. Furthermore, its value is in agreement with the expected gravitic field computed in [3]. These results would mean that the gravitic field of large astrophysical structures (galaxies, clusters, ...) would be greater
than expected and that the explanation of dark matter by the gravitic field could
be a pertinent solution (in agreement with general relativity and without exotic
matter). Furthermore, this explanation implies necessarily movements of dwarf
satellite galaxies along planes, movements that seem to be more and more likely
and allows retrieving experimental relations. This dark matter explanation
would then solve several kinds of problems with this specific component of
general relativity currently neglected.
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1. Introduction
General relativity implies the existence of two gravitational components. In
addition to the gravity field, there is a gravitic field just like the magnetic field in
electromagnetism. These both components give what is called the gravitomagnetism, obtained from the linearization of the general relativity. This new gravitic field can be measured by its effect, known as Lense-Thirring effect. Several
experiments have validated this effect for the Earth gravitic field, NASA’s
LAGEOS satellites or Gravity Probe B [4]. In [3], a solution is proposed to explain the dark matter, compliant with general relativity and without exotic matter. This explanation leads to the assumption that we are embedded in a relatively uniform gravitic field generated by larger structures than galaxies (likely
the clusters). More generally, this solution implies that large structures generate
greater gravitic fields (and then Lense-Thirring effect) than expected. In particular the center of galaxies could be a first example of such a phenomenon. Even
if the gravitic field of the galaxies’ center can’t explain the dark matter at the
ends of the galaxies [3], it could be locally an important component of the dynamic of the object near the center (sometime of the same order of the gravity
field). The goal of this study is to explain how the discrepancy of the measured
redshift of SO-2 at the periastron can be explained in the frame of the general
relativity (following the computed values obtained to explain dark matter in [3]).
Consequently, this observation associated with this explanation would give an
important clue for the dark matter explanation of [3].
Let’s first demonstrate what general relativity gives for the expressions of the
gravitic field; it will allow giving us an expression for the gravitational redshift.

2. Dark Matter Explained by General Relativity
2.1. From General Relativity to Linearized General Relativity
From general relativity, one deduces the linearized general relativity in the apµν
η µν + h µν ; h µν  1 ). With
proximation of a quasi-flat Minkowski space ( g=
the following Lorentz gauge, it gives the following field equations as in [5] (with
1 ∂2
=

− ∆ ):
c 2 ∂t 2

8πG
∂ µ h µν =
−2 4 T µν
0;  h µν =
c

(1)

with:

1
η µσ hσν ;
h µν =
h µν − η µν h; h ≡ hσσ ; hνµ =
2
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h = −h

(2)

The general solution of these equations is:

h µν ( ct , x ) = −

4G T
c4 ∫

µν

( ct − x − y , y ) d3 y
x− y

(3)

In the approximation of a source with low speed, one has:
=
T 00 ρ=
c 2 ; T 0i c ρ
=
u i ; T ij ρ u i u j

(4)

And for a stationary solution, one has:

h µν ( x ) = −

µν
4G T ( y ) 3
d y
c4 ∫ x − y

(5)

At this step, because these approximations lead to an idealization equivalent to
electromagnetism, one traditionally defines a scalar potential ϕ and a vector
potential H i . There are in the literature several definitions as in [6] for the vector potential H i . In our study, we are going to define:

=
h 00

4ϕ
4H i
0i
=
=
h
;
; h ij 0
c2
c

(6)

with gravitational scalar potential ϕ and gravitational vector potential H i :

ϕ ( x ) ≡ −G ∫

ρ ( y)
x− y

d3 y

i
ρ ( y ) ui ( y ) 3
G ρ ( y)u ( y) 3
H ( x) ≡ − 2 ∫
d y = − K −1 ∫
d y
x− y
x− y
c

(7)

i

with K a new constant defined by:

GK = c 2

(8)

This definition gives K −1 ~ 7.4 ×10−28 very small compare to G.
The field Equation (1) can be then written (Poisson equations):

=
∆ϕ 4πG ρ ; =
∆H i

4πG i
=
ρ u 4πK −1ρ u i
c2

(9)

with the following definitions of g (gravity field) and k (gravitic field), those
relations can be obtained from the following equations (also called gravitomagnetism):
g=
− grad ϕ ; k =
rot H
=
rot g 0;=
div k 0;

(10)

−4πG ρ ; rot k =
−4πK j p
div g =
−1

with the Equation (2), one has:
00
11
22
33
h=
h=
h=
h=

2ϕ
4H i
0i
ij
; h=
; h=
0
2
c
c

(11)

The equations of geodesics in the linear approximation give:

d 2 xi
1
~ − c 2δ ij ∂ j h00 − cδ ik ( ∂ k h0 j − ∂ j h0 k ) v j
dt 2
2
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It then leads to the movement equations:

d2 x
~ − grad ϕ + 4v ∧ ( rot H ) =g + 4v ∧ k
dt 2

(13)

From relation (11), one deduces the metric in a quasi flat space:

8H i
 2ϕ 
 2ϕ 
d s 2 =  1 + 2  c 2 dt 2 +
cdtdxi − 1 − 2  ∑ dxi
c
c
c 




( )

2

(14)

In the approximation of a quasi-flat Minkowski space, one has:

H i dx i =
−δ ij H j dxi =
− H ⋅ dx

(15)

We retrieve the known expression [5] with our definition of H i :

8 H ⋅ dx
 2ϕ 
 2ϕ 
ds 2 =  1 + 2  c 2 dt 2 −
cdt − 1 − 2  ∑ dxi
c 
c
c 



( )

2

(16)

Remark: The interest of our notation (compare to the traditional notation of
gravitomagnetism) is that the field equations are strictly equivalent to Maxwell
idealization (in particular the speed of the gravitational wave obtained from these
equations is the light celerity). Only the movement equations are different with
the factor “4”. But of course, all the results of our study could be obtained in the
Bg
.
traditional notation of gravitomagnetism with the relation k =
4

2.2. From Linearized General Relativity to Gravitational Redshift
In our approximation, we are going to seek for a relation of the gravitational potential that contain the gravitic component in addition to the gravity’s term. It
could be seen as a correction of the traditional gravitational potential that take in
account only the gravity field. By this way (in the linearized approximation), others relations in which the gravitational potential intervenes could be adapted to
take in account the gravitic field.
From the previous relation (16), one can write:

 2ϕ 8 H ⋅ dx  2 2  2ϕ 
i
ds 2 =  1 + 2 − 2
 c dt −  1 − 2  ∑ dx
c
c dt 
c 



( )

2

 2 (ϕ − 4 H ⋅ ( dx dt ) )  2 2  2ϕ 
ds 2 =1 +
 c dt − 1 − 2  ∑ dxi
2


c
c 




( )

(17)
2

(18)

One can then define, in this approximation, a gravitational potential that could
be qualified as “corrected” in the sense that the gravitic term is added to the traditional gravitational potential as a corrected term (with the velocity of the test particle, v = dx dt ):

ϕCORR = ϕ − 4 H ⋅ v = ϕ + ϕ K 1

(19)

We can then apply these relations for the gravitational redshift:

2

 1 − c 2 ϕCORR , E
1+ z =

 1 − 2 ϕCORR , R
 c2
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 1 − c 2 (ϕ E + ϕ K 1, E ) 
~

 1 − 2 (ϕ R + ϕ K 1, R ) 
 c2


(20)
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3. Gravitic Field and Gravitational Redshift at the Center of
Our Galaxy
3.1. Simplified Relations for the Gravitational Redshift of SO-2
As demonstrated in [2], in the case of SO-2, the redshift due to general relativity,

zGR , can be obtained with the following term (due on one hand to the gravity
field of SgrA*, ϕSgrA* and on the other hand to the gravitic field of SgrA*,

ϕ K 1−SgrA* ):
1
1
ϕ
− 2 ϕ K 1−SgrA* =
zG + z H
2 SgrA*
c
c
GM SgrA*
= −
rSO-2 ↔ SgrA*

zGR ~ −

ϕSgrA*

ϕ K 1−SgrA* = −

(21)

4 K1v

rSO-2 ↔ SgrA*

with K1 the factor of the gravitic field in the punctual definition (from Poisson
Equation (9) the gravitic field can be written k ∝ K1 r 2 and in this punctual
K
approximation H ~ 1 ) [3].
r
The two components of redshift of SO-2 due to general relativity is then:

zG ~
zH ~

GM SgrA*
rSO-2 ↔ SgrA*c 2

(22)

4 K1v

rSO-2 ↔ SgrA*c 2

Because the term z H depends on the velocity of SO-2 (v), the effect of this
term can be detectable only at the periastron at which the velocity is large enough.
Let’s remind that there is also another component for the computation of the
redshift due to special relativity zSR ~ zG .

3.2. Theoretical Values for the Gravitational Redshift of SO-2
In the paper explaining the dark matter [3], the gravitic field of the studied
galaxies (more specifically the factor K1 for the whole galaxy, K1_GAL and
not for the only SMBH of the center of the galaxy) is expected to be in the
following interval:

1024 ≤ K1_GAL ≤ 1024.9

(23)

If we adapt these values of whole galaxy, K1_GAL (for a typical mass of
6
30
2 ×1042 kg ) to SMBH of the center of galaxy, K1 ( M SgrA* ~ 4 × 10 × 2 × 10 kg )

(

)

4 ×10−6 , (23)
[7] [8] by applying a factor of M SgrA* M GAL ~ 8 ×1036 2 ×1042 =
becomes:
(24)

1018.6 ≤ K1 ≤ 1019.5

with the distance of SO-2 to SgrA* ( rSO-2 ↔ SgrA* ~ 2 ×1013 m ) and the velocity at
the periastron of SO-2 v ~ 8 ×106 m ⋅ s −1 [7] [8], (22) gives:
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1105028
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zH ~

4 K18 ×106
~ 2 K1 ×10−23
2 ×1013 × 9 ×1016

(25)

And with the previous values of K1 (24), one obtains:

10−4.1 ≤ z H ≤ 10−3.2

(26)

8 ×10−5 ≤ z H ≤ 6 ×10−4
If we compare to zG , (22) gives:

zG ~

6 ×10−11 × 8 ×1036
~ 3 ×10−4
2 ×1013 × 9 ×1016

(27)

Let’s remind that the expected redshift (expected for the main part of the
researchers) is only =
z zG + zSR with zSR ~ zG , it would then give for the
redshift of SO-2:
(28)

z=
zG + zSR ~ 6 × 10−4

The added term that I predict is then at least close to the same order of magnitude of each term ( zSR or zG ).
Translated in term of velocity, these redshifts ( vzH for the sample of the stu-

died galaxies) are:

30 km ⋅ s −1 ≤ vzH ≤ 180 km ⋅ s −1
vzSR ~ 100 km ⋅ s −1
vzG ~ 100 km ⋅ s

(29)

−1

Instead of the expected value vz ~ 200 km ⋅ s −1 , one then should have:
(30)

vz ≥ 230 km ⋅ s −1

3.3. Observed Values for the Gravitational Redshift of SO-2
If we look at the recent observations (Figure 1) on the redshift of SO-2 [1], we
first remark that general relativity is once again confirmed as the more accurate
theory of gravitation.
But we also detect a discrepancy, only at the periastron. Instead of
vz ~ 200 km ⋅ s −1 , the measure gives vz ~ 240 km ⋅ s −1 . The value matches well

with the gravitic field (30) expected in the frame of the explanation of the
dark matter [3].
We can specify that the effect of the gravitic field of SgrA* on SO-2 was
expected to be negligible all around the orbit of SO-2. Only at the periastron,
a discrepancy was expected. The value of this discrepancy was expected to be
at least vzH ≥ 30 km ⋅ s −1 . The observation of [1] confirms these three charac-

teristics.

4. Conclusions
With the passage of SO-2 star at its closest position to SgrA*, the gravitational
theories can be tested. Once again, General Relativity is the best gravitational
theory to explain these observations. But these measures on the redshift of SO-2
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1105028
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Figure 1. Residual velocity for the best fitting prior Keplerian Kprior (f = 0, grey) and the
same orbit with f = 1 (red GRprior). Kprior was constructed from all 1992-2018 astrometric
data with NACO & GRAVITY and the SINFONI data between 2004 and 2016 (open
black circles). The 2017/2018 SINFONI data points (black circles with cyan shading) can
then be added to test if the spectroscopic data around pericentre follow Kprior or the GRprior
predicted from Kprior (Figure adapted with permission from [1]. Copyrighted by A & A).

reveal a discrepancy at its periastron. It doesn’t mean that general relativity
failed. Indeed, in a previous paper [2], it was predicted that general relativity
would imply such a discrepancy. This discrepancy was expected in the frame of
an explanation of dark matter [3] compliant with genral relativity (and without
exotic matter). The gravitic field (second component of general relativity similar
to magnetic field) of the large astrophysical structures (galaxies, clusters…)
would be greater than expected. In this frame of dark matter explanation, the
effect of the gravitic field of SgrA* on SO-2 was expected to be negligible all
around the orbit of SO-2. Only at the periastron, a discrepancy was expected.
The value of this discrepancy was expected to be at least vzH ≥ 30 km ⋅ s −1 . The

observation confirms these three characteristics. This discrepancy would be
then not only a confirmation of the general relativity but also a confirmation
that the gravitic field of large astrophysical structures is systematically underestimated. It then leads to an important positive clue for the explanation of
dark matter as a gravitic field of clusters.
We can remind that others success of this solution has been obtained. This
solution predicted necessarily the movement of dwarf satellites galaxies along
planes [3] [9]. Several observations confirm it [10] [11]. Some observations
leaded to several experimental relations [12]. These relations can be obtained

with this solution [13]. To end, one can note that the capacity of this solution
to solve so disparate problems is remarkable.
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